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Music Innovation
Two applications that enrich
your music life and iOS life.
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iPhone is making a big contribution
to popularization of smartphones in
recent years. iTunes is the software that
connects the iPhone with the computer.
However, the current iPhone has become
able to perform various operations and
settings without iTunes. iTunes has
become a fun thing just looking, thanks to
simple design like apple like and design
oriented design. As well as appearance,
it has enough functions as a pure music
player, and now it is now possible to do
a variety of things besides music such
as purchasing movies, podcasts, audio
books. At the same time, Apple Music has
also occupied the market in recent years.
Apple Music is a flat-rate music streaming
distribution service developed by Apple.
Both iTunes and Apple Music are apps that
you can enjoy music.
Let’s take a closer look at the main
features of iTunes first.
Music and video viewing: Listening to
music is the main function of iTunes. You
can capture songs from CDs, buy songs at
the iTunes Store to be described later, and

listen to music. Also, if you use a function
called a playlist, you can also enjoy how
to collect only your favourite songs and
repeat music.
Management of iOS equipment: An iOS
device is such as iPhone, iPad, iPod
touch, Apple product with iOS. It is also a
function of iTunes to synchronize music
and video files in the personal computer
with iOS devices. It plays a role as a bridge
to bring out the data of the personal
computer. In addition to the music
managed by iTunes, iTunes also performs
operations for transferring photos and
document files. Also, in preparation for the
emergency, you can also create and save
iOS device backups on your computer.
Next, I will touch on features of Apple
Music. If you pay a certain monthly fee,
you can listen to about 45 million songs
of music at your disposal. You can use
it not only on Mac or iPhone, but also on
Windows PC and Android smartphone.
About streaming type music service:
In streaming distribution, music is
temporarily delivered to the smartphone
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or PC as data, so the music data itself is
never saved. Since the necessary data is
only temporarily delivered when listening
to music to the last, music data does not
become “your own thing”.
The number of accounts of “iTunes” is
approaching 800 million. Time Cook,
Apple’s chief executive officer, said at
a telephone conference on Thursday,
April 23 2014. “Currently, the number
of accounts in iTunes has reached
nearly 800 million, and credit cards are
registered for most of them, which is
a phenomenal figure,” Cook said in a
telephone conference. Also, Apple Music
now occupies more market share. As of
2018, the number of members of Apple
Music, music Streaming Service broke
through 40 million people. It is increasing
the number of members by 5% every
month, and it is a considerable rate of
increase compared to the 2% increase of
Spotify running the top every month.

growth compared to Spotify which
took eight years to win the same paid
membership.
I think that it was conveyed to you that
the difference between iTunes and Apple
Music, the main features and how much
share is occupied. I think that these
two applications are music and Apple
innovation. Let’s master the features of
these two applications and enrich your life
surrounded by music and iOS devices.

The arrival of 40 million people in less
than three years from the start of service
in 2015 can be said to be a phenomenal
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